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Baseus Adaman2 10,000 mAh Powerbank, 2xUSB, USB-C, 30 W (white)
Ensure  you can conveniently  charge your  devices  wherever  you go.  The Baseus  Adaman2 compact  powerbank is  distinguished by  its
10,000 mAh capacity and can accompany you almost anywhere - even on a plane. You can easily connect 3 devices to it at the same
time - 2 available output ports (USB) and one input / output port (USB-C) allow you to do so. The product also supports fast charging, and
its output power reaches 30 watts (on the USB-C port).
 
Fast charging
Experience how quickly your devices can be ready for use again. The Baseus Adaman2 powerbank supports PD 30 W fast charging (on
the USB-C port),  so it  can restore power to various Apple devices in a short time. For example, it  takes about 55 minutes to charge a
MacBook Air to 48%, and you can charge an iPad Pro to 100% in about 110 minutes. What's more, the powerbank's USB ports enable fast
charging with 22.5 watts of power and support standards such as PD, QC, SCP, FCP and AFC. As a result, the product can also charge
Xiaomi, Samsung smartphones and more in a short time.
 
Charges 3 devices simultaneously
Charge several  of  your  devices at  once,  or  lend the powerbank to  a  friend whose phone also needs charging.  The Adaman2 model  is
equipped with as many as 3 output ports - USB-C, USB1 and USB2 - so you don't have to wait for one device to be ready for use before
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plugging in the next one! Now you can charge your phone, tablet and wireless headphones at the same time, for example.
 
Capacity of 10,000 mAh - hassle-free charging
The capacity of the powerbank is as much as 10,000 mAh. This is enough to freely restore energy to up to 3 devices at the same time.
With the product, for example, you can fully charge an iPhone 13 about 1.8 times, a Huawei P50 about 1.3 times, and an iPhone 8 about
3 times.  In  addition,  the powerbank supports  an input  power of  18 watts,  which means that  with a PD cable you will  charge it  in  just
about 3-4 hours.
 
Powerful powerbank in mini size
The Baseus Adaman2 powerbank is distinguished by its extremely handy design and compact size - it easily fits in the palm of your hand.
You can easily store it in your purse, backpack or even in your pocket! It  is also very lightweight - it  weighs only about 206 g. What's
more,  the  device  meets  international  aviation  standards,  which  means  you  can  carry  it  with  you  on  a  plane.  It's  the  perfect  travel
companion!
 
Even more conveniences
You no longer have to wonder how much longer you can use the powerbank before you need to plug it in. Baseus Adaman2 is equipped
with  a  small  screen that  displays  information  about  the  battery  charge level  -  to  check  it,  just  press  a  button!  At  the  same time,  the
device looks extremely stylish -  the matte casing gives it  an elegant character and is very pleasant to the touch. The powerbank also
ensures the safety of use - it is protected against short circuit, overcharging, overheating and overvoltage, among other things.
 
Included:
Powerbank
Charging cable
Manufacturer
Baseus
Name
Powerbank Baseus Adaman2 10000mAh, 2xUSB, USB-C, 30W
Model
PPAD040101
Color
White
Battery type
Lithium-ion
Capacity
10,000 mAh
Energy conversion factor
≥75%
USB-C input
5 V - 3 A; 9 V - 2 A; 12 V - 1.5 A;
USB-C output
5 V - 3 A; 9 V - 3 A; 12 V - 2.5 A; 15 V - 2 A;
USB1 output
4.5 V - 5 A; 5 V - 4.5 A; 5 V - 3 A; 9 V - 2 A; 12 V - 1.5 A;
USB2 output
4.5 V - 5 A; 5 V - 4.5 A; 5 V - 3 A; 9 V - 2 A; 12 V - 1.5 A;
Total output current
5 V - 3 A
Material
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PC + ABS
Weight
206 g
Dimensions
111,2 x 54 x 26,5 mm

Price:

€ 37.00

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, Power Banks, 20000 mAh, &lt;
20000 mAh
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